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CHAPTER 1 THEORY 

1.1. Electron polarization 

The idea that an electron has an intrinsic angular momentum 

or spin was first proposed in 1926 by Uhlenbeck and Goudsmit to 

explain the splitting of energy levels observed in spectra of 

hydrogen like atoms. The existence of electron spin is borne out 

by vast experimental evidence. It is manifested in a very direct 

way in a Stern-Gerlach experiment, where the electron spin causes 

a spatial splitting of an atomic beam in an inhomogeneous magnetic 

field . 

In this section we briefly describe how the spin state of 

single electrons and of an electron beam can be characterized. 

For a detailed account on electron polarization we refer to the 

review article of Tolhoek (Tol56) and to the text books of Rose 

(Ros61) and of Kessler (Kes76). 

The spin state of a non-relativistic electron can be comple

tely characterized with a two-component spinor 

x (1. 1 ) 

where o l and 02 are complex numbers, which usually depend on the 

space coordinates of the electron; 1011 2 and 102 12 are the proba

bilities that the component of the electron spin along a chosen 

reference axis is found to be +1'1/2 ("spin up") or -17./2 ("spin 

down"), respectively; normalization requires 1a11 2 + 1021 2 = 1. 

The electron spin is represented by the vector operator 

5 = ~n; , where ; is the Pauli spin operator. The components of ; 

can be represented by the Pauli spin matrices 

cr x [0 ~] cr 
y 

Here the z-axis of a cartesian coordinate system was chosen as 

reference axis. Thus, the spinors ( 1 0 / and ( 0 1 )T are eigen-
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states of 0z with eigenvalues +1 and -1, respectively. Proper ties 

of the Pauli spin matrices are discussed in standard text books 

on quantum mechanics. 

The spin state of the electron can also be characterized by 

a three-dimensional unit vector, the 50 called polarization veotor 

P. By definition, the components of Pare the expectation va lues 

of the corresponding components of the Pauli spin operator: 

-+ 
<0> . (1 .3) 

From the general expression for the expectation value of an ope

rator A, 

<A> 
... 

X AX . (1 .4) 

... ......... . 
where X = (0 l 02 )' 0 i denotlng the complex conjugate of a i' it is 

immediately verified that the three real numbers Px ' Pand P are y z 
given by: 

... 
P <0 > 2 Re(0102) , 

x x 
lil 

P <0 > 2 Im(0 102 ), (1. 5) 
y y 

p <0 > 10 11
2 - 10 21 2. z z 

It turns out that the spinor X is an eigenstate with eigenvalue 

+1 of the operator ~ . p = 0 P + 0 P + 0 P : x x y y z z 

X· (1 .6) 

This imp lies that a measurement of the spin along the direction 

P gives always the result "spin up". Hence, the unit vector P 
may legitimately be said to point in the direction of the spin of 

the electron. 

We briefly ment ion a third method to characterize the spin 

state of the electron, namely by means of the density matrix p, 

defined as: 

p 
... 

XX 
(1. 7) 
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Combination of eqs . 1.5 and 1. 7 yields 

(1.8) 

It can be directly verified that trace p = I, where the trace of 

a matrix is the sum of the diagonal elements, and that 

~ 

trace (pa) trace (~p). (I .9) 

The density matrix concept offers an elegant method for calcula

ting the expectation value of any operator: eq . 1.4 can be written 

as 

<A> trace (pA) trace (Ap) . (I • 10) 

Of course, the elements of p dep end on the choice of the 

coordinate system. If one chooses the z-axis along P, so that ~ . p 

a , the clensity matrix becomes according to eqs. 1. 2 and 1.8: 
z 

(I. 11 ) 

The polarization vector and density matrix concepts are the 

most suitable for describing a polarized beam of electrons because 

the spin state of such a beam can only be characterized by a spinor 

when all electrons are identically prepared, so that each of the 

electrons can be described with the same spinor (pure state) . If 

this is not the case it is more convenient to use ensemble 

averages of the polarization vectors P. or density matrices p. which 
~ ~ 

describe the spins of the N " individual" electrons: 

~ = I 
N 

~ I 
N 

~ 

N 
1: P. 

N 
1: <a>i' 

i=1 
~ 

i=1 
(1.12) 

I 
N 

+ ~ .$). p 
N 

1: p. Hl 
i=1 ~ 

(1.13) 

The ensemble average of the expectation value of an operator 



L 

can be written as (see eq. I. JO) : 

1 
N N 

<A> E <A> . E trace (p iA) = trace (pA) . (1 • 14) N i=J 1 N i=J 

Thus, all physically relevant information concerning the spin 
"+ -

state of an electron beam is contained in P or p. For convenience 

we omit in the following the averaging bars. 

The magnitude of P, :J> = Ipl, is called the degree of poZari 

zation of the beam: 0 ~ ~ ~ I. It is important to note that usually 

P is not a unit vector, as for a single electron. A beam is called 

completely polarized, partially polarized or unpolarized if ?= I, 

o < J> < J or? = 0, respectively. 

If one chooses the coordinate system 50 that P lies along the 

positive z-axis, the density matrix of the beam can be written 

as: 

P=!(l+J>O)=(I-'J')[! 0J+J>[I 0J 
zO! 0 0 

(1. J 5) 

The matrix in the first term on the right-hand side is the density 
::;: 

matrix of an unpolarized beam (eq. 1.13 with P O); according to 

eq. 1.1 I the second matrix is the density matrix of a completely 

polarized beam with polarization vector PI? Thus, a partially 
-+ 

polarized beam with polarization vector P can be considered as 

an incoherent superposition of an unpolarized beam with relative 

intensity (I -~) and a completely polarized beam with polarization 

vector P/~ and relative intensity? 

The degree of pOla:ization Pn relative to a direction deter

mined by a unit vector ;, is defined as the expectation value of 
-+-+ 

the operator o· n, averaged over the ensemble: 

P 
n 

-+-+ 
<o·n> p. ~ (1. 16) 

(ensemble averaging bars are omitted). Pn can also be written as 

P 
n (1.17) 

where Nt and N~ are the numbers of electrons found with spin up 
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and spin down, respectively, with respect to n . 

The degree of ZongitudinaZ polarization P of an electron 
-+ L 

beam is defined as in eq . 1. 16, taking for n the unit vector 

t pip, where p is the momentum vector of the electrons and ... . 
p Ipl: 

... -+ 
<o ' p> 

... -+ 
P' p. (1 • 18) 

For a longitudinally pç,larüed beam, that is a beam for which the 

polarization vector is parallel or anti-paralle l to the 

direction of motion,holds: P
L 

= 7 or -r, respectively. 

A beam of electrons is cal led transversely polarized when 

the polarization vector is perpendicular to the direction of 

motion of the electrons . 

For the description of relativistic electrons one has to use 

Dirac theory and four-component spinors. The interpretation of 

the polar.ization vector should be somewhat modified in that case. 

However, P can be considered as the spin direction in the coor

dinate system in which the electron is transformed to rest (To156). 

We have to remark that we use in the following the symbol P 

instead of P
L 

to denote the degree of longitudinal polarization 

of electrons. Furthermore, we sometimes use, for convenience, 

"the polarization of the electrons" or "the degree of polarization 

of the electrons" instead of the rather unwieldy expression 

"the degree of longitudinal polarization of the electrons " . 

1 . 2. Beta decay 

1.2.1. General 

In S-decay a neutron is converted in a proton under emission 

of an electron and an antineutrino (S--decay): n'" p + e + v; or, 

a proton is converted into a neutron under emission of a positron 

and a neutrino (S+-decay): p ... n + e+ + v. These decays involve 

four fermions (spin-! particles) , namely two hadrons (p , n) and 

two leptons (e-,e+,v,~). Usually the hadrons involved in S-decay 

are constituents of a nucleus. 
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Since the strength of the S-decay interaction is much smaller 

than that of the electromagneti~ interactions or of the strong 

interactions between nuclei, this S-decay interaction is ' classified 

as a weak interaction . Surveys on experimental and theoretical 

features of S-decay and weak interactions were given, for example. 

by Tolhoek (Tol63), by Wu and Moszkowski (Wu66) and by Schopper 

(Sch66). In this section we present some features which are of 

relevance for the investigation described in this thesis. 

Beta-decay theory started in 1934 when · Fermi (Fer34) derived 

a theoretical expression for the continuous energy distribution 

of the emitted electrons. He started from the first order pertur

bat ion theory expression 

(I . 19) 

where wif is the probability per unit of time that a transition 

occurs between an initial state i and a final state f;~if = 
<fIHli > is the matrix element of the interaction hamiltonian 

between initial and final state; the quantity dn/dW is the den

sity of final states, taken at the total decay energy Wo of the 

transition. Fermi postulated that this decay energy is shared 

statistically between an electron and a neutrino on the basis of 

available phase space. The existence of neutrinos was hypothesized 

three years earl ier by Pauli. 

The probability per unit of time that a S-active nucleus 

decays under emission of an electron with total energy between 

Wand W + dW becomes: 

w(W)dW (1.20) 

Here, p is the momentum of the electron. The Fermi function F ac

counts for the electromagneti~ interaction between the emitted 

electron and the daughter nucleus: it depends on Wand on the 

atomic number of the daughter nucleus. Extensive tables 'of F have 

been published. In the recent tables of Behrens and Jänecke (Beh69) 

the influence of the finite size of the nucleus and of screening by 

atomic electrons on F(Z,W) has been taken into account. 
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The trans ition matrix element~if is calculated by integrating 

the interaction density over the volume of a nucleon and s umming 

over all nucleons of the nu c leus: 

A 
l: 

k=1 
(1.21) 

Fermi constructed his theory by assuming th a t B-interac tion 

is analogous to electromagnetic interac tion. Using bas i cally the 

same idea , but allowing for th e possibility of non- conse rvation 

of parity (see be low), one ass umes nowadays that the generalized 

form of the interac tion density can be written (in conventional 

notation) as 

H (I. 22, 

We omitted th e index k. The s ummation ex t ends over five possible 

type s of 4nteraction to be discussed be low; . 

H~ven (~ ,a.1j! ) (~e, ailj!) + h.c., 
~ p ~ n (I .23) 

H~dd (~ , a . 1j! ) 
'V 

(Ij! , a . yslj! ) + h. c . . 
~ P ~ n e ~ v 

(I . 24) 

Here, Ij! , Ij! , Ij! and Ij! are four-component wave functions of 
p n e v 

proton, neutron, electron and neutrino, r espectively; the adjoint 
'V 'V . • 

wave function Ij! is defined as Ij! = Ij! Y4 ' where Ij! is the hermitian 

conjugate of Ij! and Y4 is a Dirac matrix (see below). Crea tion 

and annihilation operators have been omitted. Th e abbreviation 

h.c. denotes hermitian conjugate . Further features of the above 

equations are explained in the following. 

The real constant g in eq. 1.22 determines the absolute 

strength of the B-interaction. The relative strengths of the 

various contributions are determined by the coupling constants 

Ci and ci, which may be complex. By convention, these numbers are 

normalized such that l: 1 C .1 2 + 1 C! 12 I. The 16 linearly indepen-. ~ ~ 

dent operators a. can~be grouped into five classes according to 
~ 

their transformation properties. The operators are chosen such 

that H~ven transforms as a scalar under Lorentz transformations. 
~ 
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The operator YS (see below) effects that the terms H?dd are 
~ 

pseudoscalars. According to the transformation character of 

(~, O .~) one discerns scalar (5), polar-vector (V), tensor (T), 
~ 

axial-vector (A) and pseudoscalar (P) interaction . The correspond-

ing interaction operators can be expressed in terms of the five 

4x4 Dirac matrices, which are, in the notation used by Schopper 

(Sch66), 

(1.25) 

(k = 1, 2 , 3), where 0 l 0y and 03 = 0z are the 2x2 Pauli 

spin matrices (eq . 1. 2) and 1 denotes the 2x2 unit matrix. The opera

tors 0 i can be expressed as: Os I, OV Yu ' OT = YuY v ' ° A = YuY s 
and Op = YS ( u , v = I, 2, 3 , 4; u # v ). The number of ind ependent 

operators is 1,4,6,4 and 1, respectively. 

In 1956 it was proposed by Lee and Yang (Lee56) that parity 

is not conserved in weak interactions, i.e . the mirror image of 

a process does not necessarily occurs with the same probability 

as the process itself . In quantum mechanics this implies that the 

expectation va lues of certain observables are not invariant for 

the parity opera tion P (i.e. space inve rsion). The first experimen

tal evidence of violation of parity conservation in 8-decay has 

been given by Wu et al. (Wu57) by measuring the 8-asymmetry of 

polarized GOCo nuclei. Before 1956 only the scalars H~venwere taken 
~ 

into account in the 8-interaction hamiltonian. The addition of the 
odd 

pseudoscalars Hi has been proposed by Lee and Yang. It can be 

shown that parity conservation is equivalent to C. = 0 or C! = 0 
~ ~ 

for all i. Besides space inversion one may consider time reversal 

T (not to be confused with tensor interaction) and charge conju

gation C. Time-reversal invariance means that, for instance, a 

reversal of all velocities in a physical process does not change 

the observables. Time-reversal invariance holds in 8-decay if all 

Ci and Ci are real numbers. Charge conjugation implies that the 

observables are not changed if all particles are substituted by 

their antiparticles. The 8-interaction is invariant under charge 

conjugation if all Ci are real and all Ci are imaginary numbers 

or vice versa. One assumes nowadays on the basis of experimental 
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evidence that the e-decay interaction ~s invariant under the 

combined CP-operation and under the T-operation and therefore 

also under the combined CPT-operation. 

We summarize the situation concerning the e-interaction by 

stating that the experiments are compatible with : 

i) time-reversal invariance: C . and C ~ real. 
~ ~ 

ii) two-component neutrino theory wi th lef t-handed neu trinos : 

C
i 

=Ci (see subsect. 1.2.3). 

iii) V,A-interaction, implying that only vector and axial-vector 

interactions occur: the coupling constants for the other 

interaction forms are identically zero. 

iv) the ratio between the coupling constants of the vector and 

the axial-vector contributions to the interaction is con-

stant: À = CA/CV'" -1.2S (see subsect. 1.2.2). 

The conditions iii) and iv) are of ten combined by 

speaking of (V- ÀA)-interaction. 

v) leptqn conservation. This condition implies that, for example, 

emission of an electron is always accompanied byemission of 

an anti neutrino: the probability that a neutrino is emitted 

is zero. If this was not the case an additional set of, in 

principle, 10 complex coupling constants wouid be needed, 

as discussed by Pauli (PauS7) . 

Under these five conditions the e-interaction can be compiete

Iy characterized with the aid of only two rea I numbers viz. the 

interaction constant 9 (see eq. 1.22) and the ratio À = C I Cv' 

The accuracy with which the above conditions have been checked 

experimentaIIy is rather poor in most cas·es. The reason for this 

is that the experiments are of ten difficult and furthermore that 

their experimental results are of ten insensitive for deviations 

from the conditions given above (e.g. for electron polarization 

results; see subsect. 1.2.3). In addition, infor.mation obtained 

about certain coupling constants is seldom independent of assump

tions about the remaining coupling constants: for example, for 

deriving values for C~/CV or C~/CA from electron polarization 

resuits one usually assumes that the other coupling constants are 

exactIy zero. 
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We mention in this context a study of Paul (Pau70) who per

formed a least-squares adjustment of the B-decay coupling con

stants using a large amount of experimental data from literature 

and assuming time-reversal invariance, lepton conservation, 

CS _= CS' CT = CT and Cp = Cp = O. Paul reported Cs/Cv = 
-0.00 1 ± 0.006 and CT/CA = -0.0004 i O.0003, without assumptions 

on C~/Cv' C~/CA and CA/Cvtr-and further C~/Cv = 0 . 82 ~ ~:i~ and 

C~/CA = 1.10 ± 0.06, independent of CS, CT t . Paul, however, was 

conflfOted with the unfortunate situation that the internal 

(a priori) and external (a posteriori) errors of his results 

are largely different. The above ~rror limits, quoted from Paul's 

article, are external errors, which are about 2.4 times smaller 

than the internalones. As Paul himself remarks in a later publi

cation in cooperation with Kropf (Kr074) about a similar subject, 

it is safer to use as final error estimate the larger of the in

ternal and external errors. This implies that the above errors 

should be enlarged with a factor 2.4 (see also sect. 8.1). 

1.2.2. Allowed decay 

An important category of S-decays, to which we restrict 

ourselves in the subsequent discussion, is the so called aZ Zowed 

deoay . For this decay mode the orbital angular momentum of the 

emitted leptons is zero. This implies that the wave functions of 

the electron and the neutrino can be assumed, in good approxi

mation, to be constant over the nuclear volume. If the initial 

nuclei are unpolarized and if one averages over the possible 

directions and spin orientations of the emitted leptons, 50 that 

parity-violating terms vanis·h, one obtains for the transition 

matrix element (Jac57) 

t 

tt 

14 

g2 ~ (I + b 
m 0 2 

e 
-W), (I . 26) 

This at least is stated in the abstract of Paul's artlcle. Table 
2 (adjustment IV S) of his article, however, suggests that 
C~/CV = C~/CA = I has been taken for obtaining these results. 

Similarly table 2 (adjustment 111 S) of Paul's article suggests 
that Cs = Cs = CT = C~ = 0 has been used. 



where 

(1.27) 

and 

(1.28) 

Here, Cl = e 2 / end '" 1/137 i s the fine-structure cunstant and m c 2 the 
e 

e lec tron res t energy. The nu c leon wave func tions have been treated 

non-relativistically and lepton conservation is assumed. Here and 

throughout this section the upper. sign in an expression refers to 

B -decay and the lower one to B + -decay . The allowed nuc lear matrix 

elements MF (Fermi matrix e lement) and MGT (Garnow-Tel:er matrix 

element) are of the form f W*fO. W. dL with O. = land 0, respecti-
1 1 1 

vely; Wi and W
f 

denote the initial and final state of the nucleus, 

respectively,while the integration runs over the nuclear volume. 

It can be shown that MF is non-zero only if: ni = nf , J i = J f and 

Ti = T f (Fermi se lect ion rules), where n, J and T denote the 

parity, spin and isospin of the nuclear states, respectively. 

This case corresponds to the emission of two leptons with op

posite spins, so that the total angular momentum carried away 

from the nucleus by the lepton pair is 4ero. Similarly, MGT is 

non-zero only if: TI i = TI f , 6J = IJ f- J il =0 or I (no 0 ... 0) and 

/:,7' = I Tf-'Z' i I = 0 or I (Gamow-Teller selection rules) . This case 

corresponds to the emission of two leptons with parallel spins, 

so that the total angular momentum carried away from the nucleus 

is one unit. Transitions for which both Fermi and Gamow-Teller 

decay modes participate are called mixed allowed transitions: 

TI i = TI
f

, 6J = 0 (no 0 ... 0) and 6T = o. It has to be remarked 

that the above isospin selection rules are not very severe (Sch66). 

The values of the nuclear matrix elements MF and MGT can be 

calculated accurately only in a limited number of cases. For a 

B-transition between members of an isospin multiplet the Fermi 
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matrix element can be calculated without reference to details of the 

nuclear structure if it is assumed that the wave functions of the 

initial and final state are identical. Then the value of MF depends 

only on the isospin quantum numbers T and T3 of the states involved. 

One obtain s (Sch66): 

(I .29) 

Well known cases are pure Fermi 0+ ~ 0+ transitions like the 

decays cf 14 0, lOC, 26 Al and 34Cl and mirror transitions like the 

dccays of n , 3H, 7Be , llC and 19Ne . For the 0+ ~ 0+ transitions 
i f one has T = land T 3 = 0 or T 3 = O. Thus,.eq . 1. 29 gives IMF I2 = 

2. For the mirror transitions T = ! and T~,t = !, -! or - ! , !, 50 

that IMFI = I (for more .details on mirror transitions see eh. 3). 

Slight modifications are expected since the assumption on which 

eq. 1. 29 is based, namely that initial and final state wave 

functions are identical, is not exactly true . Since the parent 

nucleus contains one proton more or less than the daughter nucleus, 

their wave functions will be slightly different (imperfect over

lap). Furthermore, the states involved are no pure isospin states 

when the nuclear forces are charge dependent . This results ~n 

isospin impurities and in a reduction of the Fermi matrix element. 

The influence of these effects was discussed by, for example, 

Blin-Stoyle (Bli73). According to the CVC-theory (Conserved Vector 

Current theory; see standard text books) the Fermi matrix element 

is not affected by the exchange of virtual pions that carry the 

strong interaction between the nucleons. 

In general, the Camow-Teller matrix element MCT is sensitive 

to details of the nuclear structure . Furthermore, it is affected 

by strong interactions according to the PCAC-theory (Partially 

Conserved Axial vector Current theory; see standard text books). 

The only case for which MCT is accurately known is the mixed 

allowed mirror decay of the free neutron. Here, IM
CT

I2 = 3 (see 

ref . Wu66) . In sect. 3.5 we briefly mention an attempt tO check 

the validity of the PCAC-theory by comparison of experimental and 

theoretical MCT-values for the tritium decay, the second-simplest 

l3- decay. 
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It is seen from eqs. 1.27 and 1.28 that only scalar (5) and 

(polar) vector (V) interactions can participate in Fermi transi

tions, while Gamow-Teller transitions can only be induced by tensor 

(T) and axial- vector (A) interactions. Pseudoscalar interaction 

can not contribute (in first order) to allowed transitions. The 

term b is cal led the Fierz term. If this term is non-zero, the 

transition matrix element for allowed decays would be energy 

dependent. Accurate shape measurements, however, fail to indicate 

this. The Fierz term must therefore be small: all measurements are 

in agreement with b = 0 .. This agrees with results of electron

neutrino directional correlation investigations for allowed 

trans itions. These show that vec tor and axial- vector interactions 

contribut e dominantly to the transition probability (see also sub

se c t. 1. 2 .3). 

Th e total decay probability per unit of time wt of a 8-active 

nucleus i~ obtained by integration of eq. 1.20 over the energy. 

For an allowed decay with b = o the nuclear matrix is independent 

of energy, so that 
W W 

0 
lJ\f 1

2 0 

J W (W)dW J P W F(Z, W) (fV - W) 2 dW. (1.30) wt 21T 3a 5 127 0 

m a2 m a2 
e e 

The integral on the right-hand side, of ten abbreviated as f , was 

tabulated, for example, by Behrens and Jänecke (Beh69). As a mea

sure for the magnitude of the nuclear matrix elements theft -value 

or comparative half-life is introduced, where t denotes the half

life of the decay: t = T! = (In 2)/wt . Using eqs. 1.26 and 1.27. 

as suming time-revers a l invariance and neglecting the Fierz term, 

the ft-value for an allowed de cay can be written as: 

f t 21T 3a 51l7 In 2 
g2 x 

(1.31) 
1 

(C2 +C' 2 + 
5 S C~ + CV2) IMFI Z + (Cl + 

T 
C'Z 

T + CZ + 
A 

C'Z) 
A IMGTIZ 

Values for the constant g can be obtained from measured ft-values 

for decays with known matrix elements MF and MGT . Recently, Hardy 
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and Towner (Har75) and Raman, Walkiewicz and Behrens (Ram75) ana

lysed all available data on pure Fermi transitions. They obtained 
+ + 

f t (O + 0 ) = 3081.7 ± 1.9 sec and 3088.6 ± 2 .1 sec, ~espectively. 

The difference is mainly due to a different approach f or obtaining 

isospin impurity corrections. With eq. 1.31, the va lue ' f t (O+ + 0+) 

= 3085 ± 5 sec, a compromise between the two result s , yields 

g ( C~ + CS
2 + Ct + C~2 )~ = (1.41 23 ± 0.0008)XI0- 4 9 e rg·cm3. Kropf 

and Paul (Kro74) analysed available data on the neutron decay and 

deduced f t (n) = 1093.3 ± 16.5 sec. Comparison of ft (O+ + 0+) and 

ft (n) gives 

C2 + C' 2 + C2 + C' 2 
T T A A 

C2 + C' 2 + C2 + C
V
' 2 

S S V 
(I .32) 

Upon inserting the above values for ft (n) and f t (O+ + 0+) one 

obtains IÀI = 1.244 ± 0.01 I. A negative sign of À follows from 

experiments with polarized neutrons. From such experiments Kropf 

and Paul (Kro74) derived À = CA/CV = -1. 263 ± 0.016, assuming V,A

interaction and C~/CV = Cl/CA = I. A we ighted average give s : À = 
-1. 25 ± 0.01 (for V,A-interaction with C~/CV = Cl/CA = I). 

1. 2 .3. Elec tron polarization and two- component neutrino theory 

Longitudinal polarization of the emitted S-particles requires 

the expectation value <;·P> to be non zero (see eq. I. I~ ) . Since 

p is a polar vector and ; is an axial vector, <~' P> is a pseudo

scalar which is expected to be zero if parity conservation holds. 

The existence of longitudinal electron polarization in S-decay , 

therefore, is a very direct manifestation of parity-non-conser

vat ion of the S-interaction. 

If the nuclei are unpola~ized and if one average s over direc

tions and spin orientations of the neutrinos the interaction given 

in eq. 1.22 yields for the probability that in an allowed decay the 

S-particle is emitted with spin either parallel or anti-parallel 

to its momentum (Jac57; Cur57): 

m c 2 + + 
w(W,~) 'V P W F( Z ,W) (W -W) 2 f; (J + b _e_ +G 2.:12). 

o W W (1.33) 
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Here, E; and bare given by eqs. 1.27 and 1.28, respectively, and 

[± 
Cl2m a2 

( ,'" + C~C/)J G E; = 21M 12 ( ,'" ,lIl e 
Re CSCS CVCV ) +--- Im CSCV F P 

Cl2m a2 ( J. 34) 

+ 21 M
GT I2 [± ( . '" ,lIl) e 

Im(CTCA'" + CTCA*)]. Re CTCT CACA +---
P 

The terms containing the fine-structure constant Cl disappear when 

time-reversal invariance holds i.e. when the coupling constants 

are all realo The above expression for G and the expressions for 

E; and b (eqs. 1.27 and 1 :28) are valid if lepton conservation is 

assumed. In eq. 1.33 the influenee of fini te nuclear size, screen

ing by atomie electrons and higher-order transitions is not taken 

into account. These influences are briefly discussed in sect. 2.2. 

From eq. 1.33 one obtains for the degree of longitudinal 

polarization of S-particles emitted in allowed decays: 

p.= w (W,~) - w (W,-~) 
w(W,~) + w(W,-'in 

v 
ë 

G 

1 + b m a2/W 
e 

(1.35) 

Longitudinal polarization experiments (see sect. 2.2) indicate that 

for electrons P = - v / a and for positrons P = +v ,'a . If these rela

tions could be verified with infinite accuracy, one could conclude: 

C~ = Cv' CA = CA' Cs = - CS and CT = - CT' where the coupling con

stants may be complex. For this particular combination b = O,and 

G = -I for electrons and +1 for positrons. 

If time-reversal invariance is assumed the expression for P 

reduces for V,A-interaction (which imp lies b = 0) to 

P - v 2CvC~ IMF I2 + 2CACA IMGT I2 

(1.36) + 
a (C2 + C'2) IMF I2 + (C2 + C' 2) IMGT I2 

V V A A 

The polarization of the emitted leptons is closely related 

to that of the emitted (anti)neutrinos. In the conventional Dirac 

theory for relativistic fermions, a four-component wave function 

describes the four internal degrees of freedom of the partiele: 

two components for the two possible spin orientations, the other 

two for the particle-antiparticle distinction. Guided by experi

mental evidence on parity violation Lee and Yang (LeeS7) proposed 

a two-component theory for neutrinos. In this theory the spin of 
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a neutrino is always parallel to its momentum, while the anti

neutrino spin is opposite to its·momentum (or vice versa). Thus, 

the number of internal degrees of freedom is reduced to two, so 

that a two-component spinor suffices to describe the particie. 

Such a theory was discussed already in 1929 by Weyl (Wey29); it 

was rejected, however, since it violated space-inversion 1n

variance . In two-component neutrino theory the rest mass of the 

neutrino is zero. Otherwise a definite intrinsic polarization 

(helicity) would be impossible: if the neutrino has a finite 

rest mass one can always transform to a reference frame in which 

the momentum of the particle and hence also its helicity is 

reversed. Experimentally an upper limit for the neutrino rest mass 

of 55-60 eV has been found by Bergkvist t (Ber72; see subsect. 3.2), 

which is indeed close to zero. 

Lee and Yang derived that the general 8-decay Hamiltonian as 

given in subsect . 1. 2.2,leads, in combination with a zero neutrino 

rest mass, to two-component neutrinos if either Ci Ci for all i, 

or Ci = - Ci forall i . The first case corresponds to left-handed 

neutrinos and right-handed antineutrinos; the second case to the 

reversed handedness. Goldhaber et al. (GoI58) found experimentally 

that the helicity of neutrinos emitted in electron capture is 

negative (left-handedness). A similar direct determination of the 
+ -

helicity of neutrinos or antineutrinos emitted in 8 - or 8 -decay 

has not been performed so faro However, by applying angular momentum 

conservation on the combined results of electron and positron 

polarization measurements and of recoil experiments it can be conc luded 

that in 8-decay the emitted neutrino is also left-handed, while the 

antineutrino is right-handed . Thus, these experimental results 

select C! = C .. 
1 1 

With Ci = C
i 

the two-component neutrino prediction for the 

longitudinal electron polarization for allowed decays (eq. 1.35) 

becomes P = -v / a for pure V,A-interaction, P = v/a for pure 

t 
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Bergkvist assumed V,A-interaction with C~/ r.V = C' /C = ' 1. He 
concluded from the coupling-constant data g1ven ~y ~aul (Pau70; 
see remarks in subsect. 1.2. I) that possible deviations of the 
above conditions will be too small to be of concern in his 
neutrino-mass experiment. 



S,T-interaction and values between -vla and vla when combinations 

of V,A- and S,T-interaction are present. Clearly two-component 

left-handed neutrinos and an electron polarization of exactly 

- vl a are compatible only if C~ = CV' CÁ = CA and Cs = Cs = C~ 

CT = O. 
The most direct test to determine if the two-component neutri-

no theory holds in B-decay is of course the measurement of the 

neutrino helicity itself. Such an experiment, as performed by 

Goldhaber et al. (Go158), is extremely difficult and it allows 

no accurate check of the condition C! = C .. For more accurate 
~ ~ 

checks one has to turn to electron and positron polarization 

measurements. In chapter 8 we derive limits for the ratios C~/CV 

and CÁIC
A 

from the longitudinal polarization measurements on B-

particles from tritium, described in this thesis. 
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